SAFE CUSTODY
The night being warm and gentle, some of the gang
were sure to be on the ramparts, and though we hoped
very much that they had not thought of watching
the postern steps, so long as they lounged above them,
we dared not essay to make our entrance that way.
Our plan was simple.
We proposed to enter the castle, find the principal
servants and convince them that Hubert and I were
the rightful heirs. That we could so satisfy them, we
had little doubt, for Palin could state our case and the
letter we had left for the chauffeur had paved our way.
Once they believed that Harris was an impostor, if
they were at all faithful, their anger would know no
bounds and they would be only too eager to help us
to bring him down.
Now we hoped to gain this advantage before Harris
knew of our presence within his gates, for if he were
to raise the alarm and discover us to the servants
before we had discovered ourselves, we should appear
in the light of so many thieves, and the instinct of the
servants would be to stand by Harris and, carrying
out his orders, to give no ear to our words. In such
a case, we must either overpower Harris and the rest
of the gang or contrive to hold them in check till the
servants believed in our cause: but if we failed in
these things we should have to beat a retreat, for,
though we might effect a lodgment, with the staff
against us we should be as good as in jail and must
fall prisoners to Harris before very long.
Now that we had some rope, our descent to the valley
would be easy and could be made where we pleased •
but, except for the bend of the road to which we had
come, we knew no point from which we could watch
the windows at present aglow, so Hubert and Stiven
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